Group of Gold Line Founders Named
EY Entrepreneur Of The Year™ Finalists
Toronto, ON - July 9, 2015 - Group of Gold Line (GL) is proud to announce that founders, Ata and Neda
Moeini, have been selected as one of three finalists in the Technology Enabled Services category of the
2015 EY Entrepreneur Of The Year™ Awards in the Ontario Region.
“Canadian entrepreneurs succeed because they’re always searching for better,” says Colleen McMorrow,
EY’s national Entrepreneur Of The Year program director. “This year’s Ontario finalists are some of the
best and brightest stars we’ve seen – and they’re building their legacies by asking better questions to
gain better answers; pushing boundaries to grow our economy; and helping build a better working
world.”
"At GL, our scope has always been the global market, and our goal has always been to bring the people
of the world closer together," says Ata Moeini, GL co-founder & CEO. "We know the closer people are to
one another, the better they can operate as a peaceful global village- and that's the real dream. We
believe that our TV streaming, video on demand and VOIP telephone technology are very powerful
communications tools that have the power to make this dream a reality! We are very excited to have
been in this business for almost 25 years and thankful to EY for the kind recognition."
The Canadian Entrepreneur Of The Year™ program is in its 22nd year of recognizing, celebrating and
telling the inspiring stories of the country’s most impressive entrepreneurs from all areas of business and
at different stages of their entrepreneurial journey. Award finalists are chosen based on their vision,
leadership, innovation, financial success, personal integrity, and work in giving back to their communities.
The Ontario winners will be announced at a gala on October 29th 2015.
About Group of Gold Line
The Group of Gold Line (GL) is a Canadian company specializing in the research, development, marketing
and worldwide distribution of telecommunication solutions and technology products. Its portfolio ranges
from telephony, web to print digital printing, WebTV and educational technologies.
Founded in 1991, GL has evolved to become the largest provider of prepaid long distance products and
services in Canada with over 300 million minutes of long distance calling per month. Its products are
distributed in over 50 countries, with approximately 100,000 points of sale around the world.
GL’s mission is to connect people around the world to what matters and bring them closer to their family,
business, culture and languages through innovative, unique and competitive technology-based products
and services.

